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Objective. To assess the implementation of the vitamin A supplementation programme in primary health care (PHC) clinics in a rural area of the Western Cape Province.

Material and methods. A study was conducted at 14 randomly selected PHC clinics. All children aged 6 - 60 months attending on the day of surveying with their mothers/caregivers were selected by purposive sampling, after they had been seen by a PHC nurse in the clinic. A structured exit interview was conducted with the mother/caregiver of each child. The information from 56 such interviews could be utilised for data analysis. The manager of each clinic was also interviewed.

Results. Seventy-seven per cent of the study population (N=40) was eligible for high-dose vitamin A supplementation on the day of the study, based on the criteria of the vitamin A supplementation protocol. However, 25% of these children (N=10) did not receive vitamin A, even though there was an indication to administer it. Only 39% of mothers (N=22) reported that they were aware of the supplementation programme. All the health facility managers of the clinics had received training in the programme. Staffing problems and stock shortages appeared to play a role in inadequate implementation of the programme at some clinics. In addition, health facility managers reported that many children failed to receive their vitamin A dose because parents did not bring them regularly to clinics.

Conclusions. The vitamin A supplementation programme appears to be reasonably successfully implemented in the Boland/Overberg region. Informing mothers about the importance of vitamin A supplementation and regular clinic attendance, as well as improving the availability of human and material resources and logistic support at PHC facilities, may further enhance the implementation and success of the programme.

Vitamin A deficiency is a significant public health problem in developing countries worldwide, affecting some 127 million preschool children.12 Deficiency significantly increases the risk of severe illness, and even death from common childhood illnesses such as diarrhoea and measles, and can cause severe visual impairment and blindness.7 It has been estimated that 40 million children worldwide suffer from xerophthalmia and keratomalacia, which can both be reversed in their early stages by vitamin A supplementation.4 A meta-analysis found that vitamin A supplementation led to a 30% reduction in mortality due to diarrhoea.5

In line with these findings, another meta-analysis of several community-based trials found that vitamin A supplementation could reduce all-cause mortality in children aged 6 months to 5 years by 23%.6 In pneumonia associated with measles, supplementation with high doses of vitamin A has been shown to have a protective effect in reducing mortality and morbidity in children.7 The beneficial effect of vitamin A, however, does not extend to children with acute respiratory tract infections unrelated to measles.8-11

The 1994 South African Vitamin A Consultative Group (SAVACG) national survey showed that 1 in 3 children
aged 6 - 71 months in South Africa (SA) had marginal vitamin A status (i.e., serum retinol below 20 μg/dl). The prevalence of vitamin A deficiency was highest in non-urban areas in children with poorly educated mothers. Eye signs of vitamin A deficiency were uncommon.¹³

According to the World Health Organization’s criteria, vitamin A deficiency is a significant public health problem in 8 out of the 9 South African provinces. Food fortification alone, and in the short term, does not provide sufficient vitamin A to address deficiency states in countries with a high prevalence of vitamin A deficiency.²¹ These considerations led the South African Department of Health to implement a national vitamin A supplementation programme. A curative vitamin A supplementation protocol, which targeted high-risk mothers and children for vitamin A supplementation, was implemented in the Western Cape in 1999. This programme has since been combined with a preventive component, that all children under 5 years of age receive a high-dose vitamin A supplement every 6 months, while all breastfeeding mothers receive high-dose vitamin A supplementation within 6 - 8 weeks post partum.²³ Currently, the indications for curative vitamin A supplementation are severe malnutrition (marasmus, kwashioor and marasmic kwashioor), persistent diarrhoea, measles and xerophthalmia.²⁶

Recent research has focussed on the benefits of vitamin A in HIV-infected children;¹⁹,²² several of these studies have shown that vitamin A supplementation to HIV-positive infants and children can play an important role in reducing mortality and morbidity related to HIV.¹⁵,³⁰,³²,³³ Since HIV is the leading cause of death in children under 5 years of age throughout SA,²⁴ vitamin A supplementation to this group could be beneficial.

No formal evaluation of the current vitamin A supplementation programme in SA has yet been performed, although there are anecdotal reports of poor coverage in some areas. The aim of this study was to determine how effectively the combined supplementation programme was being implemented as at April 2005 at PHC facilities in the Boland/Overberg region of the Western Cape by on-site assessment; also the opportunities at clinic level for vitamin A supplementation, and the number of identified opportunities for supplementation which were missed. In addition, the awareness of mothers/caregivers of children eligible for vitamin A supplementation with regard to the supplementation programme was assessed.

**Methods**

**Study design and sampling**

A descriptive cross-sectional study was conducted during April and August 2005 at PHC clinics in the Boland/Overberg Region of the Western Cape. This region is classified as rural; it stretches from Worcester and surrounding towns in the Boland region to Caledon and surrounding towns in the Overberg. There are fixed clinics in the towns and townships, as well as satellite clinics that serve outlying and farming areas. Final- year dietetic students completed the fieldwork, having received training in data collection and procedures relevant to this study. The fieldworkers were briefed on the protocol of the study and trained in the provincial vitamin A supplementation protocol and standard paediatric weighing and measuring techniques.²⁵ Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg and height to the nearest 0.1 cm. Scales were zeroed between measurements. Fieldworkers were also 'standardised' in terms of prompts for the questionnaires. The structured interview questionnaire was adopted from a previous study to determine whether opportunities for vitamin A supplementation were being utilised in the metropole region of Western Cape Province,²⁶ and was adapted to include criteria and implementation from the vitamin A supplementation protocol.

Simple random sampling was used to select 14 of the 55 clinics in the area for inclusion in the study. The data were collected over a period of 14 days. Each clinic in the sample was visited once. Sampling took place from Tuesdays to Fridays, between 10h00-12h00, during the weeks of data collection. The selected clinics were contacted beforehand to determine the most suitable day during the selected weeks for visiting. On each day of data collection, all children aged 6 - 60 months attending the particular clinic that day with their mothers/caregivers were selected by means of purposive sampling, after they had been seen by a PHC nurse practitioner in the clinic. The facility manager of each clinic in the study was also interviewed.

**Data collection and analysis**

All children were weighed on the clinic’s scale (Masskit, Medway or UC-321 scale). Recumbent length was measured in children <36 months using a measuring board with a stationary head and movable footboard, while a stadiometer was used for older children. Weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg and height to the nearest 0.1 cm.²⁶

After the children had been seen by the nurse practitioner, Road to Health Cards (RTHCs) and clinic notes were consulted to determine which children in the study population had received vitamin A on the day of the study, the doses administered, and to record the child’s underlying clinical condition (Part One of the questionnaire). Children who received vitamin A supplementation on the day of the study, according to the indications of the provincial criteria, were denoted as 'used opportunities' for supplementation, and the reason for the supplementation was recorded (i.e., preventive or curative). Children qualifying for vitamin A supplementation on the day of the study but who did not receive a dose of vitamin A were denoted as
‘missed opportunities’. Identified ‘missed opportunities’ were referred back to the nurse practitioner with the recommendation to administer vitamin A. Children who did not qualify for supplementation on the day of the study were also identified.

Fieldworkers conducted a structured exit interview (Part Two of the questionnaire) with the mother/caregiver of each child to assess her awareness of the vitamin A supplementation programme and growth monitoring. The mother/caregiver was also questioned about the child’s health over the preceding 3 months.

Fieldworkers completed questionnaires for 71 children-and-mother/caregiver pairs. Children <6 months of age were excluded because the vitamin A supplementation criteria differed, depending on whether a child was breastfed or formula-fed during the first 8 months of life. Children with vomiting illness and those whose mothers did not consent to participating in the study were also excluded. Fourteen children had to be excluded at the time of data processing because of criteria violations. One child was also excluded because the date of birth had not been noted in the questionnaire. Therefore, the final study population used in data analysis comprised 56 children from the 14 clinics.

Additionally, the health facility manager or deputy manager of each clinic was interviewed about the procedure for vitamin A supplementation. The questionnaire addressed the extent and impact of training given to PHC nurse practitioners on the implementation of the vitamin A supplementation programme, the availability of vitamin A capsules in the clinics, difficulties experienced by PHC nurse practitioners regarding the supplementation programme, and the recording of vitamin A supplementation statistics on the RTHCs.

Data were captured and analysed using Microsoft Excel 2000 and Statistica 7.1, with the assistance of a statistician. Descriptive statistics were used to report the results. A p-value of <0.05 was regarded as statistically significant. The Mann-Whitney U-test was used to determine whether there were statistically significant differences between the birthweights of boys and girls. NutStat, a component of Epi-info version 3.3.2, was used to analyse the nutritional status of the children. Regarding anthropometry, underweight, wasting and stunting were expressed as the proportion of individuals with a Z score of < -2 SD below the median of the reference values of the Centre for Disease Control (CDC).27

The study protocol was submitted to the Committee of Human Research of Stellenbosch University (SU) for ethics approval (project number N05/04/058). The standard informed consent form used by the Faculty of Health Sciences, SU, was adapted for the study.

Results

Demographic status, anthropometry and reasons for clinic attendance of study population

A total of 56 children were included in the study: 25 boys (45%) and 31 girls (55%). Their mean age was 22.1 (SD 14.36) months. The mean birthweight of the children for whom data were available (N=54) was 3 015 (SD 702) grams. The mean birthweight of the boys (N=23) was 3 081 (SD 770) grams and did not differ significantly from that of the girls (N=31), which was 2 967 (SD 657) grams (p=0.92). Twenty per cent of the children (N=11) had been low-birthweight babies.

Of the study population, 8.9% of the children (N=5) were stunted (height-for-age Z-score < -2 SDs); 10.7% (N=6) were underweight (weight-for-age Z-score < -2 SDs); and 3.6% (N=2) of the children were wasted (weight-for-height Z-score < -2 SDs) (Fig. 1). There were no recorded cases of kwashiorkor or night blindness in the study population.

Growth monitoring was the main reason given for clinic attendance (48.4%, N=26). Of the 56 children in the study, 96.4% of the mothers (N=54) said that their child had been weighed by clinic personnel on the day of the study. Weights were not plotted on RTHCs in the case of 2 (3.6%) of the children. Of the mothers interviewed, only 26.3% (N=15) reported that they had been given feedback on their child’s growth. The other main reasons for attending the clinic were immunisation (19.6%, N=11) and illness or infections (8.9%, N=5) (Fig. 2).

None of the mothers/caregivers reported that their child was HIV-positive (there were no records to verify this), while 5% of the population (N=3) had tuberculosis. Twenty-one per cent (N=12) of the mothers reported that their child had had recurrent diarrhoea (>1 episode of watery, loose stools in 24 hours over the past 3 months). Of these children, 67% (N=8) were brought to the clinic at least once for this problem. Only 1 mother mentioned the problem to the clinic nurse on the day of the study, and only 2 mothers were asked by the nurse about diarrhoeal illness on the day of the visit. Fifty-two per cent of mothers (N=29) reported that, during the
past 3 months, their child had been coughing severely enough to warrant medical attention. Of these children, 32% (N=24) were brought to the clinic at least once for this problem. Whereas 45% (N=13) of the mothers whose child had presented with a cough or illness in the past 3 months mentioned the problem to the nurse on a clinic visit, only 38% (N=5) of these mothers reported that attention had been given to the problem on that day.

**Administration and recording of vitamin A supplementation**

Four children (7.1%) were not included in this section of data analysis because information regarding the indications for vitamin A supplementation and the dose given was incomplete. Sufficient information was available to assess whether vitamin A was correctly administered to 52 (93%) of the children in the study population. Twenty-one per cent (N=11) of the latter children had received a high-dose vitamin A supplement less than 6 months prior to the day of the study (as documented in their RTHC or clinic notes) and therefore did not qualify for another dose on the day of the study. One child in the study population received vitamin A on the day of the study, although, according to data available, the child did not qualify for a dose based on the vitamin A supplementation protocol. In total, 40 children were to have received vitamin A on the day of the study. Table 1 depicts the numbers and percentages of children who qualified to receive vitamin A supplementation and those who actually received a dose on the day of the study. The reasons for these missed opportunities could not be determined from information in the children’s files. Overall, therefore, it appears that 1 out of 4 children who qualified for vitamin A supplementation according to the provincial vitamin A supplementation protocol, did not receive it on the day of the study.

Currently, there are 3 types of vitamin A capsule (60 000, 100 000 and 200 000 IU) available for supplementation at clinics. The administration and dose of vitamin A was correctly documented on the RTHC of 97% (N=29) of children who received it on the day of the study.

**Mothers’ awareness of the vitamin A supplementation programme**

All 56 children were included in this section of data analysis. Only 39% (N=22) of interviewed mothers reported that they knew about the programme at the time of the interview. Twenty-four of the mothers (43%) were either under the impression that their child had never received, or were unsure of whether their child had received, vitamin A previously. Only 5.4% (N=3) of mothers were able to give a reason why vitamin A was given to their child. These included either ‘to protect the child from illness’ or ‘because the child was ill’.

**Interviews with PHC facility managers**

At the time of the study, there were 41 nurse practitioners working at the health facilities concerned, of whom 93% (N=41) had received vitamin A supplementation training from the regional dietitian.

All the health facility managers interviewed (N=14) reported that only registered nurse practitioners administered vitamin A at their clinics, which was in accordance with Department of Health regulations.

Approximately 1 in 3 (36%) health facility managers reported that they had not experienced any problems in implementing the programme. The balance of managers (64%) identified a number of constraints in the implementation of the programme. Health facility managers were free to mention more than one area of constraint, these have been grouped according to core issues for the purpose of presenting the data in Fig. 3.
When the health facility managers were asked specifically about stock availability, 71% of them (N=10) had not experienced any problems with availability of vitamin A capsules at their clinics. Twenty-nine percent (N=4) reported that there had been occasions when there was no vitamin A stock at their clinic.

Identified constraints included:

- capsules expiring before consumption (N=1)
- poor availability of the 50 000 IU capsules (N=1)
- stock not received due to low stocks at the depot (N=1)
- staff not yet accustomed to the programme (N=1)
- insufficient supply of vitamin A capsules in general (N=1).

At 71% of the clinics (N=10), the facility manager compiled the statistics on vitamin A supplementation at the clinic. At 2 clinics (14%), a designated nurse practitioner was responsible for completing the clinic health statistics, while at the other 2 clinics, each nurse practitioner compiled the statistics (14%), which were checked by the health facility manager each month before submission to the regional office of the Department of Health.

Statistics were: collected daily and summarised monthly by 43% of the clinics (N=6), collected and summarised daily by 36% (N=5), and collected daily and summarised weekly by 7% (N=1) of the clinics. At 2 (14%) of the clinics, statistics were kept monthly. Fig. 4 depicts in which clinic vitamin A supplementation was recorded as reported by facility managers. On 3.6% (N=2) of the RTHCs of children in the study, no mention was made of a vitamin A supplement even though the latter had been dispensed.

Health facility managers made the following suggestions for improving the programme:

- employ more qualified staff members (N=3)
- train more health staff members (N=2)
- allow other clinic staff members to administer vitamin A (N=2)
- health promotion in local communities, such as vitamin A campaigns, posters, regular talks and arranging 3 - 6-monthly visits to local crèches (N=4)

**Discussion**

In this study, 75% of the children who were eligible for vitamin A supplementation on the surveyed days, received it. This is as good as, or better than, the national average coverage rates reported for the other provinces (72.8% and 13.3% for children aged 6 - 11 months and 11 - 59 months respectively during the period April 2004 - March 2005). However, it is still short of the target set by the Department of Health, aiming at 80% coverage for children of 12 - 59 months. The high rate of missed opportunities for vitamin A supplementation in our study population is of concern, implying that if the practices observed in this study are representative, large numbers of children are being omitted from vitamin A supplementation, despite the recommendation of the provincial Department of Health that all eligible children be screened at each clinic visit to see if a dose of vitamin A is indicated.

Persistent diarrhoea appeared to have been a common problem in this study population. Since vitamin A supplementation has been shown to be associated with a reduction in the mortality risk in children with diarrhoea, the missed opportunities for such supplementation assumes even greater significance. The prevalence of colds and coughs also appeared to be high in this group, as reported by the mothers/caregivers of the children; however, current research does not support vitamin A supplementation as being beneficial in children with non-measles-related respiratory tract infections.
Many of the mothers/caregivers interviewed in this study were unaware of the vitamin A supplementation programme. Irregular clinic visits and poor clinic attendance after 12 months may lead to many children not receiving the 6-monthly vitamin A doses. Only one mother reported that she was specifically bringing her child to the clinic for vitamin A supplementation. Therefore, making mothers more aware of the benefits of vitamin A for their children could reduce the number of missed opportunities for supplementation and further motivate them to specifically request vitamin A for their children.

On the basis of the findings of the present study, it would appear that more attention needs to be paid to the monitoring and documentation of the vitamin A programme. Only 21% of the nurse practitioners interviewed reported that they recorded the vitamin A administered on the child’s RTHC. Documentation of vitamin A supplementation is important to ensure that doses are given when required and to prevent over-dosage and possible toxicity. Provincial guidelines require that the vitamin A dose be noted in the following documents: the RTHC, the clinic folder, the Routine Monthly Report (RMR), and the Malnutrition Register in the case of children on the nutritional supplementation programme. From the results of this study, it appears that this is not always done. However, these findings must be put into perspective against the high workload as well as the other statistics that need to be collected at clinics. Merging the statistical forms for vitamin A administration may reduce the time taken to document statistics daily, thus reducing the overall workload.

Deficiencies in both human and material resources appear to be another core issue in the implementation of this programme. Although South Africa does not have a critical shortage of health care workers, according to the WHO, there is a definite shortage of qualified nursing staff in some regions. Currently, only registered doctors and nurse practitioners may administer high-dose vitamin A, according to the Pharmacy Act. Dietitians even are not allowed to administer high doses of vitamin A at this stage, although the National Nutrition Directorate is considering the possibility of enabling them to do so. Therefore, ongoing training of nurse practitioners is essential to ensure the effective administration of this programme. All nurse practitioners need to be trained as soon as possible after induction. Furthermore, the authorities at provincial and regional level who are responsible for procurement of vitamin A capsules should ensure that sufficient stock is available to be distributed to clinics at all times. Good stock control practices should be applied at clinic level to ensure sufficient stock and prevent the expiry of stock, which is another resource-demanding task. Maintaining accurate statistics is essential for good programme management, as it facilitates stock control and also helps to evaluate the effect of the programme.

A comprehensive approach should be taken when informing communities about the benefits of vitamin A. Dietary sources of vitamin A and fortified foods should be promoted. Exclusively breastfeeding up to 6 months is already being promoted in communities, and mothers should be encouraged to include appropriate complementary foods around 6 months, with continuing breastfeeding up to 2 years of age and beyond. Health promotion throughout communities at risk can raise awareness of the importance of vitamin A. This could involve visits to creches and promotion days in local shopping centres and at local clinics. The benefits of integrating vitamin A supplementation programmes with existing programmes have been identified in other studies.

As growth monitoring is the most common reason for clinic visits in this and similar study populations, encouraging regular growth monitoring could lead to more clinic visits and indirectly more opportunities for vitamin A supplementation. Identifying children who are growth-faltering or underweight, and supplementing them according to the vitamin A supplementation protocol, is essential.

The percentages of underweight and wasted children in the study population correspond with national data from the SAVAGC14 and National Food Consumption Survey (NFCS), of 10% and less than 5%, respectively, despite the small sample population. The national figure for stunting (23%) was higher than that found in the study population. There were no recorded cases of kwashiorkor or night blindness in the study population, although this might have been misdiagnosed. However, the national data also indicate a low prevalence of eye signs of vitamin A deficiency.

The small sample population of this study, as well as self-reporting of some health data, can be viewed as limitations of the study. However, the study supplied important information on the critical issue of micronutrient malnutrition control, and it revealed some detailed information pertaining to the current status of the vitamin A supplementation programme in one of the rural regions of the Western Cape.

To conclude: 75% of the children who were eligible for vitamin A supplementation on the day of the study received it. This small-scale study, despite its limitations, would appear to indicate that informing mothers about the importance of vitamin A supplementation and regular clinic attendance may increase coverage. Improvements in the availability of resources (human and material), continuous training, and logistic support can further improve what appears to be a reasonably successful programme in the geographical area of the present study. Further such studies are needed, but on a larger scale, to define the success of the vitamin A supplementation programme at the provincial/national level. Such future studies should also include the supplementation coverage of children <6 months of age.
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